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Working with leading design company Eleven, Omni
produced and installed a host of material for the exhibition
including a table made of different layers of foamex with
the world cut out in relief, together with vinyl signs and
graphics, wallpaper and a backlit wall.

Cycle Revolution/Design Museum

The last decade has seen a revolution in cycling, on a
scale not witnessed in the UK since the Second World
War. A must for any cycle enthusiast, Cycle Revolution, an
exhibition which has just opened at the Design Museum
celebrates the diversity of contemporary cycling in Britain
from every day commuting to Olympic level competition.
It looks at where design and innovation may take the riders
of the future, brining together bicycles, clothing, accessories,
equipment, film and photography to explain where cycling
is now and where it might take us in the future.

The exhibition looks at cycling subcultures through four
‘tribes’ – the High Performers who reach Olympic speeds,
the Thrill Seekers who take on all terrains, the Urban
Riders who pedal our cities mile by mile, and the Cargo
Bikers who work on two wheels. British bespoke bicycle
frame building is showcased in the exhibition in a recreation of a bicycle making workshop featuring artisans
from across the UK.

There are many iconic bikes on display including Sir
Bradley Wiggins’ 2015 Hour Record bike, Sir Chris Hoy’s
GB Cycling Team London 2012 Olympic Track bike, the
Lotus Type 108 ridden by Chris Boardman at the 1992
Barcelona Olympic Games back to the 1969 Raleigh
Chopper.

“As an assembly of bicycle porn the Design Museum’s
new Cycle Revolution is absolutely filthy.”
The Times

For more information visit:
designmuseum.org

Christmas Tree at Aqua Shard

In a collaboration to raise funds for environmental
charity Cool Earth, fashion designer and activist, Dame
Vivienne Westwood, has created a spectacular 18 foot
Christmas tree at restaurant Aqua Shard. The restaurant
created exclusively branded chocolate bars and a
special chocolate dessert and cocktail all made from
cacao grown by Asháninka communities in Peru. Displayed
in the restaurant’s triple-height atrium and set against a
stunning backdrop of the capital’s skyline, the sustainably
sourced British tree is adorned with unique ornaments
designed by Vivienne Westwood and her husband,
design partner and creative director Andreas Kronthaler. The
tree is draped with delicate fairy lights and festive beading
created by a women’s cooperative of the Awajún community.
There are garlands made from “tuju” and “huayruro” seeds,
which symbolise good fortune, together with a veil of sumptuous
lace fabrics of various colours, and an oversized bow at the
base-creating a truly avant garde take on the traditional
Christmas tree. Omni was proud to contribute to this worthy
enterprise by producing cut out images of several of the world’s
most endangered animals which adorn this magnificent tree.

Award Winning

Cool Earth works alongside indigenous villages to halt
rainforest destruction and puts these communities back
in control of the world’s most endangered rainforests in
South America , Africa, and Oceania. Their award winning
model means they have more rainforest under community
protection than any other NGO or government and is a
charity that Vivienne and Andreas have supported for
many years.

Cool Choc

In the Aqua Shard kitchen, Head Chef Ben Spalding is
using the charity’s organic chocolate to create an indulgent
festive dessert, while in the bar a creative chocolate cocktail
is available, with a percentage of the sales going to Cool
Earth. Both will be served until 31st December. Additionally,
an optional £1 added to every bill throughout November,
December and January will be donated directly to
Cool Earth.

For more information visit:
coolearth.org
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Lala Meredith-Vula

Life at King’s Cross

National Gallery of Kosovo

50 Years, 50 Voices

Over the last few years Omni has worked on some
interesting projects for Pipers Design and a recent
exhibition at Kings Cross visitors centre showcased
Pipers original approach. Commissioned by King’s Cross
Central Limited Partnership, curated in partnership with
Sarah Yates. 50 Years, 50 Voices: Life at King’s Cross,
tells the stories of the of people who have lived, worked
and played in King’s Cross over 50 years

Can Can

The exhibition covered some diverse ground! From a
transatlantic air race that started in the Goods Yard to
home-grown can-can dancers, from grass roots activism to coronation celebrations. The stories covered local
and national events from the famous rent strike and the
flying of the red flag as a protest at the town hall in the
1950s, to the Coronation and Silver Jubilee and the tragic
fire at King’s Cross in 1987.The stories were showcased
through personal photos, recollections, stories and

memorabilia from those who experienced life in the area
first hand. Visitors discovered the tales of the diverse
communities that settled in King’s Cross, as well as those
who came to the area to enjoy its distinctive, cutting-edge
music and club scene.

Momentous

Omni produced and installed a variety of material, from
a timeline wallpaper, vinyl signage and entrance banners
plus the 50 descriptive cards and lettering for rather novel
box display guiding visitors through those momentous
years. This is a story frequently told as one of “decline”,
but the show’s curator collected stories which explored its
ongoing, sometimes underground vibrancy.
.
For more information visit:
pipersdesign.co.uk
kingscross.co.uk

Artist Lala Meredith-Vula was born in Sarajevo and moved
to England in 1970. Having gained her BA at Goldsmith
College in 1988, she was one of the exhibitors in Freeze,
organised by Damien Hirst which showcased the work of
many of the artists who were later to become known as
the Young British Artists. Since then she has exhibited
widely internationally.

in all areas of Kosovo.“Participation in the events of
reconciliation of blood feud has left a great impression on
me. I was amazed to witness how people can reconcile
conflicts, even when they suffered huge loss, but also how
people can do something for their people, their society, for
humanity and for freedom.” - said Lala on the occasion of
the opening of her exhibition in Prishtina.

Blood Feud

Pinnacle

Early in 2015 Lala came back to Kosovo for the opening
of her personal exhibition called Blood Memory, curated
by Karen McQuaid and hosted by the National Gallery of
Arts, Kosovo. She has been working between Kosovo,
Albania and England for a long time, but Blood Memory
recalls her visit in Kosovo in the early ‘90s when she
attended an event of bloodshed, happening at the time

Meredith-Vula added: “It’s definitely a highlight of my
career because the show was so brilliant. It was so moving
and professionally done, it was the most monumental show
I’ve ever done.” Omni was very proud to print a number
large scale images on PVC free wallpaper for the show that
was attended by the presidents of Bulgaria and Kosovo.

For more information visit:
lalameredithvula.com
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Within A Realm of Distance

Lawrence Weiner/Blenheim Palace

Legendary

Omni recently worked with Blenheim Art Foundation to
realise a large project with legendary conceptual artist
Lawrence Weiner at Blenheim Palace, a 300 year-old,
monumental, baroque country house, widely considered
the most lavish private home in England and a UNESCO
World Heritage site. Not the most obvious match, yet
Weiner was invited by Lord Edward Spencer-Churchill,
brother to the 12th Duke of Marlborough, distant relative
of Winston, an active lover of contemporary art, to create
an installation at the palace, which is open to the public
all year.

Wall Sculpture

The resulting exhibition, Within A Realm of Distance,
showcases works conceived by the artist over the last
several decades, in addition to significant, site-specific
works created especially for the Palace, in close
collaboration with Blenheim Art Foundation and co-curator
Christian Gether. Integrated throughout the ornately
furnished Palace rooms, as well as the monumental

exterior of the 18th century building, the exhibition is a
continuation of the artist’s practice of using language as a
medium to create a multitude of sculptural forms.

Conservation

Omni produced and installed this ambitious body of
work, which involved rigorous conservation and logistical
issues. For the Within A Realm of Distance letters above
the main entrance, an aluminium “tray” was fabricated
and covered in vinyl, printed to match the stone work. The
tray was secured to the building using a cable system,
as any kind of fixing direct to the ancient stone work was
out of the question. The temporary nature of the support
structure meant that the built up letters had to weigh in at
around 1kg each so an extremely lightweight HDU (high
density urethane) material was used. The somewhat
porous nature of the material meant that 8 coats of paint
were needed to achieve the high gloss finish required but
the end result was impressive.

Inside the Great Hall where we installed an extensive
“statement” from cut out foamex letters using special 3M
fixings to avoid damaging the ancient limestone walls. The
Long Library ceiling features a spectacular installation
using a low tack vinyl with mirror silver and coloured vinyl
overlay, a technique that was also used on the wall of
the Chapel. The project also included a hand painted
“enamel” hanging sign on the Great Hall Western Arch,
large silver banner (4m x 4m) with overlaid vinyl lettering
in the State Room and vinyl lettering on a priceless mirror.
As well as the installations we also produced 10,000
“tokens” bearing the legend Dry Earth Scattered Ashes
to one side and Dry Earth Buried Gold on the reverse.
Closely resembling a casino chip the tokens are scattered
around the palace grounds for the public to find and keep.

Realm

Lawrence Weiner at Blenheim is one of the most
interesting and challenging projects that we have
undertaken, expanding still further, the realm of our
achievements.
Within A Realm of Distance is open until 20th December at
Blenheim Palace

Photo credit: Hugo Glendinning Courtesy of Blenheim Art Foundation

For more information visit:
blenheimartfoundation.org.uk
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Dazzling

Gibson/Martelli at Dartmouth College

Challenging

In recent years we have worked on a number of interesting
and challenging projects with artist Bruno Martelli and
dance and visual artist Ruth Gibson. Bruno and Ruth create
installations and performance spaces using computer
games, virtual reality, print & video to literally dazzle the
audience.
Omni have produced work for their shows at Selfridges,
Barbican and further afield, such as Slovenia, Singapore
and, most recently, for the Jaffe-Friede Gallery, at historic
Dartmouth College USA.

Big Bob

Their site-specific installation MAN A, featured a new work
entitled Big Bob, a giant harlequin structure, 13m long
when fully assembled, that we printed on fluted board then
computer cut and creased to shape in sections that were
crated and shipped out to the college, ready to assemble.
As well as Big Bob, we also produced customised iPhone

cases, seen here demonstrated by Ruth and Bruno. Big
Bob works together with a custom Augmented Reality app
which allows visitors to view animations moving along the
body of the sculpture. Thus “traditional” print is working
with cutting edge new media to create a sublime visual
experience. We hope that Big Bob, or one of his close
relations can be created soon for the London audience.

Animal House

As an amusing footnote it was Dartmouth College that
famously provided the backdrop and inspiration for the
cult movie National Lampoon’s Animal House, co-written
by Chris Miller, based loosely on a series of stories he
wrote about his fraternity days at Dartmouth.

For more information visit:
gibsonmartelli.com/MANA
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20/20 Vision

Stephen Davy Peter Smith Architects

Terrierists

Omni Terrier Derby 2015

Family Affair

Imaginative

Over the past 20 years, London based architects Stephen
Davy Peter Smith have employed imaginative solutions
that have helped to house a generation of Londoners. The

anniversary was a perfect time to reflect on the work that they
particularly enjoyed working on from their 20 years in practice

and so, this autumn, they held an exhibition of their work at

New London Architecture. Based at The Building Centre in
central London, NLA is an independent forum for discussion,
debate

and

information

about

architecture,

planning,

development and construction in the capital.Stephen and
Peter selected schemes which illustrated and reflected on
buildings which shaped the practice and provided some
insight into where they came from up to where they are now.

Their aim has always been to provide excellent homes, which
contribute to the locality and cater for all.

Omni were once again proud to sponsor the 13th Terrier
Derby, run alongside the actual Derby course at historic
Epsom Racecourse. Despite the rather dull weather, over
60 barking mad terriers took part. The grand final was won
by Lyra, a Parson Jack Russell Terrier, owned by Michelle
Blackwell from Toddy, owned by Michelle’s daughter Ryan,
a gallant 2nd.

All Aspects

Omni were pleased to work on the exhibition, including
advising on the best graphic techniques to achieve the
maximum impact. We produced over 140 prints of the
various projects that were mounted on grey board that
was then mounted on a further panel so that it was spaced
from the wall. Numerous caption labels were printed in
white direct to grey board and there was also a significant
amount of computer cut vinyl produced. From preparing
and painting the space through to installing all of the
graphics then removing and making good Omni took
care of all aspects of the project which was very warmly
received.

Hats Off

For more information visit:
davysmitharchitects.co.uk
newlondonarchitecture.org

As always, it was a hilarious and idiosyncratic spectacle for
the audience and participants, with a raffle, food, and other
attractions including the best turned out dog competition which
has become a major feature of the event. The his and hers
doggy hat prizes, crafted by master milliner Jessica Rea, were
won by one year old Dixter, a handsome smooth haired Fox
terrier owned by Nick Carter and Minnie, a very pretty 13
month old Scottish Terrier owned by Clair Burchell.

Supporting the Marsden

Well over a £1000 has been raised so far for The Royal
Marsden Cancer Charity – and you can still donate via Just
Giving justgiving.com/terrierderbybob
You can also donate by texting BDEX £3 (or whatever
amount you choose) to 70070
Omni would like to thank Farm Fencing & Country
Store, Windmill Farm Kennels & Cattery, SCG Flooring,
McGee Demolition, The Southwark Brewing Company
and Amari Plastics for their continued support of The
Terrier Derby

Photo credit: Lorna Simmonds, www.nndphotography.com

www.terrierderby.com
“If you have never seen it
before, terrier racing is one of
the great spectator sports”
Peter Thomas - Racing Post
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